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Case study in practice: Stockholm

Cities as a Lens to the World

A Productive City

An Inclusive City

• How is the city helping to develop the local economy?

• How is the city providing a safe and healthy environment for everyone?

Stockholm city helps corporate investors to find out about setting up
in the city.

Stockholm has developed a health care website to support the health service,
for all patients.

www.stockholmbusinessregion.se/templates/indexpage____40941.
aspx?epslanguage=EN

www.stockholmchallenge.se/data/vardguiden_stockholm_heal
• How does the city respect diversity and build a
sense of community?

• How does the city help with the essential costs of living
(transport, housing, water, food, energy etc)?

• How does the city ensure the human rights of its
residents?

• How does the city help people to enjoy the benefits of
city life?
Stockholm promotes city life for tourists and citizens.
www.stockholm.se/-/English/Stockholm-by-theme-/
Culture

How is Stockholm
helping to build…

There is a discrimination officer to protect Equal
Opportunities.
www.stockholm.se/-/English/Stockholm-bytheme-/Equal-opportunities

A Well-Governed City

A Sustainable City

• How is the city managed (Mayor, council structure,
community groups, participation etc)?

• How is the city meeting its energy needs?
• How sustainable are the transport choices in the
city?

There are twelve Vice Mayors and an executive board!
www.stockholm.se/-/English/Politics-and-organisation/Organisation-/
• How are the needs and ideas of residents included in decision making?

• How is the city promoting sustainable waste management?

There is decentralized decision-making so that district councils make decisions on
local issues.

A district of Stockholm called Hammarby Sjostad has been developed using
sustainable building techniques and environmental urban planning, including
energy, water and transport.

www.stockholm.se/-/English/Politics-and-organisation/Democracy-/

www.hammarbysjostad.se

• How is the city planning for the future?
The City of Stockholm has a clear aim for the city.
http://www.stockholm.se/-/English/Politics-and-organisation/
Video of Stockholm in 2030
www.stockholm.se/-/English/Stockholm-by-theme-/Urban-Development-/

The City of Stockholm runs an Environment programme.
www.stockholm.se/-/English/Stockholm-by-theme-/Environment

